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Joyroom JR-ZS366 magnetic car holder, air vent (black)

Joyroom JR-ZS366 Magnetic Car Grille Mount (black)
Introducing the Joyroom JR-ZS366 Magnetic  Car  Mount,  which  combines  modern design and functionality  to  make every  car  trip  even
more comfortable for you and safer for your mobile device. Check out what it offers.
 
Reliable mount 
The Joyroom JR-ZS366 mount uses advanced N52 magnets to ensure a stable hold on your phone. Regardless of bumps and bends in the
road, you can rest assured that your device will stay in place.
 
Mounting versatility
The base of the mount is designed for easy and hassle-free use, allowing it to be securely and stably mounted in the air vents. What's
more, the mount allows you to change the angle of your phone and allows 360° rotation. This gives you convenient access to navigation
in any conditions.
 
Versatility of use
The holder is compatible with most phones with a screen diagonal of 4 to 7 inches It works perfectly with iPhones 12/13/14/15 series and
MagSafe cases, but with the help of a special magnetic ring it will also successfully handle other devices. This is a universal solution that
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will meet the expectations of even the most demanding users.
 
Included
Holder
metal ring x2
alignment card x1
separation film x1
cleaning kit x1
vent hook x1
instruction manual x1
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-ZS366
	Color
	black
	Material
	PC+ABS Nylon
	Suitable phone size
	4,7-7,0"
	Suitable model
	Works well with IP12/13/14/15 and magsafe case, other phones and cases other than magsafe, must be used together with metal ring

Price:

€ 9.20

Smartphone accessories, Cars, Phone mounts
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